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FROM THE EDITOR 

Scientists are not isolated from the world in a vacuum; they work to improve lives through 

their discoveries. Although the day-to-day grind in a research lab may be focused on only 

one chemical reaction. one cell culture. or one electronic device. the research we conduct 

has wide applications to not only other scientists in the field, but also to the world as a whole. 

However, there is no way for any of our research to have an impact outside the academic 

environment without effective communication. Without this communication, research may 

as well have not been conducted. From informal conversations with other lab members to 

publications in world-renowned journals like Science and Nature, science is built upon a 

large variety of interactions. Talking with a colleague can provide you with new insights or 

prompt new questions to get to the heart of an issue. Submitting to a peer-reviewed journal 

will enable others to learn from your conclusions, build upon them, and incorporate them 

into their own applications. What may seem at first like a simple reaction could actually 

be utilized within a greater synthetic scheme for a new therapeutic. An isolated signaling 

pathway could be implicated in a disease that affects millions worldwide. The bounds are 

endless: there is always more to be discovered, new details to be elucidated. 

That is why science is so exciting - the work never truly ends. When a paper is published, 

when your Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship is complete, the work does not 

stop. Publishing is a great milestone, but is not an end in itself. It is simply a way to share 

with others what you have poured many weeks, months, possibly years into understanding. 

Because of your hard work. you are the expert. And in your communication. you can show 

others a result no one else has thought of before! 

In this issue of the Caltech Undergraduate Research Journal, four bright researchers share 

with us their contributions to their respective fields. What may have started as a simple 

curiosity had led them to discuss their thoughts with other scientists in the field. Through 

research and open communication, they arrived at new insights that can improve our world. 

Their work towards increasing security on our communications networks. exploring alter

native energy, understanding the basis of Type I Diabetes, and implementing quantum 

mechanics for computing all have the potential to affect millions of lives. Showcasing their 

impressive work gives them an opportunity to continue the dialogue and ask us: what can 

we contribute to the discussion? 

Best Regards, 

Andrew Freddo 

Co-editor-in-chief. 2008-2009 
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feature inte 
By Andrew Freddo 

What initially drew you to Caltech? 

Caltech seemed like a place that would push me to my limits, and I am never one to back 

down from a challenge. The environment during Prefrosh Weekend was almost electric- it 

was amazing to meet so many intelligent and motivated people. Being surrounded by people 

like that motivated me, and I knew about the amazrng faculty and resources so I realized that 

Caltech was the place for me. 

What are your career goals? 

Currently I intend to pursue pediatric dentistry and hope to practice as well as study jaw 

development. Ideally I would end up working in an academic institution, which would allow me 

to both treat patients and do research concurrently. A balance between these two pursuits 

wi ll be a little tricky to manage, but I cannot imagine living without either component in my life. 

Dentistry will allow me to interact with people and have a positive impact on their lives while 

research will be an outlet for my insatiable curiosity. 

________ __..,< Where are you now? 

Right now, I am a first year student at UCSF's School of Dentistry. 

What types of research did you participate in at Caltech, and how did 
._ ________ ~ this affect your career goals? 

In Dr. Jacqueline Barton's lab I helped synthesize a rhodium based compound that interca

lates into guanine-guanine mismatches during the summer after my freshman year. Everyone 

in the lab was really nice, but I was doing organic synthesis without knowing anything about 

organic chemistry so I did not really understand everything I was doing. During my junior year, 

I took a developmental biology course with Dr. Bronner-Fraser. I really enjoyed the material 

and wanted to take another shot at work in lab. I worked in that lab until I graduated and also 
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for a year after I graduated, and I cannot even begin to express how much I loved it there. 

My experience there is definitely a major part of my motivation to continue to do research on 

jaw development while I practice dentistry . 

What was one of the largest obstacles you had to overcome in transitioning from Caltech 

to the professional world? 

After I left Caltech, I had a rather rude awakening. The rest of the world is not as honest as 

the student body there. If you talk to anyone about the Honor Code, they assume that there was 

rampant cheating and that people that don't believe that are just naive. I disagree completely. 

I have faith in the students of Caltech and am confident that the vast majority abides by the 

Honor Code simply because of the type of people that choose to go to school there. The prob-

I em is that the rest of the world tends to favor a different code of ethics, and this undoubtedly 

requires some adjustment after you leave . 

In which ways is Caltech similar to and different from your current work environment? 

Caltech and UCSF are actually pretty similar. I'm really impressed with the students currently 

in my class, and they are just as motivated as my classmates from Caltech. The difference 

is really in the material more than anything else. Anatomy is a lot of memorization so multiple 

choice is inevitable, and I have to learn a lot of hands on techniques. We would never have 

anything like the seven-hour finals of Caltech. 

If there were one piece of advice that you could tell current students in planning 

their future, what would it be? 

Find something that makes you happy and that can excite you for a long time. Don't do some

thing just because people expect it of you at the end of the day, you need to make sure you can 

look back at your life and feel like you've lived it the best way you can. 

Anything else you'd like to comment on? I 

Good luck everyone! ) 
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Helen graduated from Caltech in 2008, and is originally from Los Angeles, 

California. She received her B.S. in Chemical Engineering and Business, 

Economics, and Management. While at Caltech, she participated in 

Ballroom Dance, and now spends her free time helping out with a volunteer 

consulting group, Inspire Inc., practicing martial arts, and preparing to 

hike the Grand Canyon! -----" What initially drew y 

IU 

One of the biggest draws about Caltech is the research facility and opportunities on campus. 

I'm a big advocate of "learn-by-doing" because I think the only way to real ly understand 

concepts and theories is to experiment, get your hands dirty, and make some mistakes. 

But beyond that, the people really drew me to Caltech. I knew coming to this school, I'd be 

working with smart, driven, intellectually curious students. When I had the chance to actually 

meet people, I was pleasantly surprised. Beyond very smart people, I also sensed a very 

strong community (maybe hardened by surviving through tough classes!) and saw the mutual 

support that everyone was so willing to impart. That's hard to find. 

What are your career goals? 

Would it be too idealistic of me to say that I want to change the world somehow? To be quite 

honest, my hope is that I can make a difference in the world someday (small or big). If my 

career can take me in that direction ... well, then I would call that living a successful life. 

Where are you now? 

These days, I'm working at a management consulting firm, Bain & Company, as an associate 

consultant. We basically use an analytical approach to helping companies solve their 

business problems. An associate consultant's role varies from case to case, but generally 

we are responsible for a lot of the data and analyses. This ranges from building complicated 

:. .. , .. -~. 
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models to forecast market trends or company valuations to working as the point person with 

analysts from the client company. I guess that's what keeps it interesting. Our job is to adapt to 

each new situation as needed. 

What types of research did you participate in at Caltech, and how did this affect 

your career goals? 

I participated in a diverse set of bioengineering research projects while I was at Caltech (with 

a stint of aerospace research right before I started Caltech) ... and I had some really great 

learning experiences with each project. However, going through the research process and even 

interning as a research associate during my sophomore summer made me realize that though 

ground-breaking research could potentially change the world, I wasn't patient enough for it 

So I opted for testing out the business path and see where that would lead me. 

What was one of the largest obstacles you had to overcome in transitioning 

from Caltech to the professional world? 

Communication. It's a skill that isn't really emphasized atTech because there's a belief that if 

you're smart, understand the theory, and can do the work, that should be enough. In the 

professional world, if you can't communicate what you found, need, or want to do to the rest of 

your group or your superiors, you won't get anywhere. 

It's tough- to be able to concisely move people to action through what you communicate. It's 

definitely something that I'm still figuring out myself. 

In which ways is Caltech similar to and different from your current work environment? 

Cal tech is similar to Bain in a lot of ways. We all use whiteboards here, we sit around and 

brainstorm together in our teams to figure out problems, we work collaboratively but competi

tively, and so on. We even use the motto "work hard, play hard" and dream up fun little video 

shorts for our annual company offsite if you can believe it! It always makes me nostalgic for 

the videos we made as a House during Rotation. Granted, Bain still differs from Caltech just 

like any industry job differs from collegiate life, but I'd like to think that we try to maintain a fun 

culture (and not take ourselves too seriously!) . 

If there were one piece of advice that you could tell current students in planning 

their future, what would it be? 

Make more mistakes. There's a belief that failing is wrong- and that often keeps us on a very 

safe path because we're too scared to venture out, try something totally new, and fall on our 

face a little. But that's the only way we can really figure out what's right or not right for us. 

In college, you can take on an incredible amount of risk and make mistakes without too many 

permanent consequences. You won't have that same flexibility to explore such a diverse set of 

career options once you're no longer in school. 

What's stopping you, as students, to discover something innovative? To start your own 

business? To go abroad and volunteer tor a summer?To ... (you fill in the blank)? 
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Making fuel by modeling 
nature: Increasing the rate 
of hydrogen production 
with improved dinuclear 
cobalt catalysts 

11 

................................................................................... o .......................... .. 
0 0 

The production and utilization of a clean, abundant, and renewable energy source 

is widely accepted as one of the key challenges facing mankind today. Population 

growth and further industrial maturity of underdeveloped nations will increase our 

current demand tor energy. Although fossil fuels may power the planet today, they 

are being rapidly depleted and their detrimental effect on our environment is being 

realized. The harmful effect of C02 emissions and numerous economic concerns 

necessitate the use of alternative energy. 

Many scientists favor using sunlight as a source of energy because of its 

abundance-more solar energy hits this planet per hour than is consumed on 

Earth in a year. Solar cells (photovoltaics) are used today to produce thermal and 

electrical energy, but we are still unable to store this captured energy. In the 

interest of addressing this storage problem, perhaps we can model nature's 

energy storage system. As the phosphate bond in ATP is used to store energy, 

maybe we can similarly utilize the high energy H-H bond in H2• 
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Figure 1 

A three-component solar 
fuel cell that acts as a 

water-splitter and may 
one day be used as a 

source of clean energy. The 
components include (a) 

Membrane assembly that 

captures sunlight to pro

duce separated electrons 
and holes (b) A catalyst to 
facilitate the 2-electron re

duction of water to H2 and 

(c) a four-electron catalyst 

to oxidize water to form 
O, (Adapted from the CCI 

Solar website). 
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catalyst for H2 

evolution 

Dihydrogen is even more appealing due to its ability to give up both electrons to form 

water as the only byproduct of combustion. Yet there are sti ll a f ew fundamental challenges 

that we must overcome before hydrogen will be accessible for use as t he world 's main 

source of fuel. The current production of hydrogen is costly, inefficient, and storage 

methods are inadequate. Although industry generates a vast amount of Hz today, the 

production is largely based on the burning of fossil fuels, something we want to avoid. 

Therefore, finding another method to generate hydrogen is of significant interest Once 

a method for producing dihydrogen is obtained, preferably in the form of a surface-bound 

catalyst, it may be used in the Center for Chemical Innovation's proposed solar fuel 

cell shown in Figure 1. 

C 5 - 1=0 ... E CATAL 

An ideal hydrogen evolving catalyst operates at the smallest overpotential possible. 

A catalyst with a large overpotential, measured in voltage by electrochemical methods, 

requires more energy than thermodynamically expected, rendering it inefficient and 

expensive. Fortunately, long ago nature developed an efficient catalyt ic system in bacteria. 
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These natural energy factories, or hydrogenases, can be found in cyanobacteria and the 

chloroplasts of plants and green algae. Hydrogenases are capable of either catalyzing the 

reversible two-electron oxidation of H2, as H2-+2H++ 2e-, or the two-electron reduction of 

two protons, as 2W+ 2e·->H2. Attempts to mimic the bimetallic active sites of these 

enzymes have been met with challenges of large overpotentials and slow rates. These 

enzymes rely on the exquisite electronic tuning nature provides with a protein environ

ment, and an exact mimic cannot function without the whole protein. Hence many simpler 

models of these hydrogen producing catalysts have been constructed to imitate hydrog

enase's activity without the complications. However, most of these simpler catalysts are 

active at such a large overpotential that they could never be used in a functional solar ce ll, 

except in a few special cases. 
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Decades after it was first noticed that cobalt-based vitamin 812 complexes generated 

hydrogen in the presence of acid, a former Caltech postdoctoral student studied two 

analogous cobalt catalysts and showed that they successfully evolve H2 at a much lower 

overpotential than other catalysts known in literature (Figure 2). 

Thesecobaltcompl exes are supported by dig I yo xi me I igands, wheredmg B F 2is d ifl uoroboryl-d i

methylglyoximeanddpgBF2isdifluoroboryl-diphenylglyoxime.Themechanismoftheirhydrogen 

production has been studied using flash-quenchtechn iques. Shown below in Figure3,afterreduc

tionand protonationoftheinitial Co(ll)catalyst,aCo(III)-H bond isformed.Thecomplexwillthen 

eit her( A) undergo a second protonation to permittheevolution of H2or(B) undergo bimolecular 

hydrogen gas release ( Figu re3).Thes i mu fat ions performed by H u eta!. as well asthermodynam ic 

considerations suggest pathway (B) is l ikely the predominant pathway. 
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Figure 5 

Cyclic voltammogram of [ (MeCN) 

(CI)(dpgBF ,)Co-L-Co(dpg BF 
2

) 

(CI)(MeCN)] in acetonitrile. In the 

presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid 
(TsOH) we observe a cat alytic wave 
at the Co(ll)/(1) potential indicative 

of hydrogen evolut ion. The graph is 
overlayed wit h a diagram oft he final 

pure catalyst. 

80x10-6 -- 1 mM catalyst only 
- +1 mMTsOH 
- + S mM TsOH 
- +10 mMTsOH 
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
To study the catalyst's ability to make hydrogen, we look at the electrochemistry. To 

measure the reduction potent ial, or how much energy the catalyst requ ires to convert 

protonsandelectronstoH2,cyclicvoltammetrywasused.Thecyclicvoltammogramwasobtained 

ofthecrudecata I yst (0.1 m M) i naceton itri leversusasatu rated ca I orne I e I ectrode(SC E) .Weobse rve 

a scan by applying voltage until the catalyst is reduced and measure the resulting current, then 

reverse the voltage to study the opposite reaction. In general, for a cobalt complex we expect to 

see a peak as it is reduced from Co(ll)to Co( I) and a reverse peakata negative current val uewhen 

the voltage is applied in the positive direction. 

At the start of the scan (Figure 5), the Co(ll) molecules in the layer surrounding the 

electrodearereducedto Co(I).When acid is added, the Co( I) reactswith theprotonsviathe path

waysdescri bed previously, generating H2and return i ngtotheorig i nal Co( II) state.Therefore, more 

Co( II) regenerateswithi nthed iff us ion layer, readytoacceptelectronsfromtheelectrode, resulting 

in a higher peakcurrent.The reverse peak, ortheoxidation of Co( I) back to Co(ll) , is absent when 

protons are present because every molecule oft he reduced species has a I ready been oxidized in 

the process offorming H2. Hence we concludethatthecatalyst produces hydrogen at a Co(ll )/(I) 

reduction potential of -0.3N versusSCE.Thecatalystoperatesata lowoverpotentialand isthefi rst 

known dinuclear complex of this kind to be synthesized. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

To determine if this dinuclear cobalt complex 

is indeed faster than the monocobalt deriva

tives (Figure 2), we will use cyclic voltammetry 

and other electrochemical techniques to 

obtain a rate of hydrogen evolution, k. To carry 

out this sensitive calculation, we need to 

ensure that no other molecules are interacting 

in the pathway, and so we will repeat our 

electrochemistry in an aerobic and dry environ

ment, free of oxygen and water. To optimize 

the hydrogen evolution, other catalysts will be 

synthesized by altering the linker backbone; 

replacing the methylene chain with a ring sys

tem such as dibenzofuran. We hope to study 

this catalyst and use the knowledge we obtain 

to pursue the best candidate for the overall 

solar fuel cell. 

I 

/ 







Figure 1: Qubit Measurement. 

In the quantum world particles beha'ie like strange c01n flips. The COII'lS exist as 

a ghostly superpos•t on of two outcomes unt1l a measuremem is made. 

A 

Figure 2: Different ways that a photon can act as a qubit. 

A . Information IS encoded 1n the polarization of a photon-horizontal (H) or 

vert cal (V). 

B. A photon can exist 1n a superpos1tion of two different phys1cal paths. In this 

experiment, we used a 4-way "super" · superpos1toon that combined both the 

path and polarization degrees of freedom. 

B 
PBS 0 

+ 



Measure -> Entangle-> 

Figure 3: Measurement-based quantum computing. 

In a quantum cluster state. ind1v1dual qubits are linked together in a latt1ce 

us,ng spec1a entanglmg operations. The computal1on proceeds v1a a ser,es of 

measurements which guide the output to certa1n register qubits. These register 

qublts are then read and the output is found. 
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Figure 4: Circuit for generating and manipulating the 

quantum cluster state. 

Detector A 
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A laser is pumped into a crystal, generating ident1cal photons that are coupled 

1nto opt1cal "bers. The beam-splitter (1) produces the polarizatiOn entanglement 

between the two photons, and several wave plates and beam-splitiers create 

the add1t1onal path qub1<. The path qubit can be manrpulated 1nto any state by 

strateg1cally measuring the polarization qubits at Detectors A and B. 



A B Figure 5: Classical and quantum outcomes. 

A. When two photons mptnge on a beam·sol :ier, probabtllty theory predicts 

tnat there are four ooss10le outcorres: ore photon is reflected wh lethe o:ner 1s 

transmitted. or both photons are refected or botn. 

B. However quantum mechar'!tCS predtc:s that en y two ou:comes are possib e: 

t"e cases 1n uhtch bot>- photons are renec:ed o• t•ansmtt:ec. 1\Jon·classica 

tnter'ere"ce .. ca~cels" the otrer :v.o outcomes out 
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Figure 7: Detail of the manipulation of the state of the path qubit via 

polarization qubit measurements. 
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Coonc<dence counts are a function of the measurement ang e of tne path qub<t. 

By varying the measurement angles. the path qubit can be manipJiated 

nto any state. 
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D1 rection-Depen en 
Co mun ·cat' on System 

Author: Arthur Chang 
Mentor: Professor Ali Hajimiri , Or. Aydin Babakhani 

Introduction 
With the rapid advance of wireless technology, radio frequency (RF) circuits used for 

transmitting and receiving signals have become ubiquitous. However, one inherent 

flaw in the popular direct and two-step up signal conversion designs is data security. 

In these direct or two-step up-conversion transmitter architectures, the components 

of the signal are encoded, or modulated, at base-band, then up-converted to a radio 

frequency. The resulting modulated signal at the carrier frequency is then ampli-

fied and finally transmitted through an antenna. Antenna patterns in these systems 

remain unchanged at the transmission of each symbol, i.e. unit of data consisting of 

one or several binary bits. Hence receivers located in different spatial directions cap

ture the same modulated signal, with only differences in power level and time delay. 

In directional transmitters designed for greater control over signal direction, a large 

portion of the radiated power is coupled to the main signal beam, but a small part 

is leaked to the side lobes of the antenna. This means that even in such systems, a 

sensitive receiver can eavesdrop on the information by picking up the signal from 

the side lobes. To prevent undesired receivers from capturing the same informa

tion, an alternative system with the capability of transmitting information in a truly 

direction-dependent fashion is necessary. 
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> Figure 1 : Comparison between modulation at base-band (top) 

and modulation after the antenna (bottom). 
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na 
The Near-Field Direct Antenna Modulation (NFDAM) technique, 

which scrambles the transmitted signal in all directions except 

the desired one, can be used to overcome the security chal

lenge. NFDAM uses switches or varactors (voltage-controlled 

capacitors) to constantly change the scattering properties of 

antenna reflectors, thus changing the boundary conditions of 

the antenna. Such variation permits modulation of the signal 

after the antenna broadcast (F'i 1 1). Because the signal is modu

lated post-antenna and the scattering properties of the reflec

tors vary with angle, receivers located in different directions 

observe different signals. Visually, symbols can be represented 

as points on the complex plane (Fig 2). By graphing in the in

phase component (I-part, modulation of cosine carrier signal) on 

the real axis and the quadrature component (0-part, modulation 

of sine carrier signal) on the imaginary axis, the signal can be 

represented as constellation points with I- and a-coordinates in 

a constellation diagram. In short, NFDAM generates directional

dependent constellation points-the correct signal constellation 

is generated only in a certain direction, and scrambled in all 

other directions. 

In NFDAM systems, as the signal is only modulated in the near 

field after antenna radiation, the signal passed through the 

power amplifier is not modulated, permitting the use of narrow

band high-efficiency power amplifiers without disturbing the 

constellation points. In addition, NFDAM can utilize many de

grees of freedom through the implementation of many switches 

(2N degrees of freedom with N switches), allowing a broad range 

of modulation schemes and extra security. It is worth mention

ing that any arbitrary digital modulation scheme, including 

both constant envelope and non-constant envelope ones, can be 

adopted by this system. 

" a 
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direction (top) and undesired direction 

(bottom)_ Blue circles represent symbols. 
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A simplified model of NFDAM implementing 

one switch can give some insight into the con

cept behind the system _ The reflecwr is 

composed of two metal strips connected with a 

switch. When the switch is open and the main 

dipole antenna radiates a signal of the generic 

waveform Ao·cos(m·l +%) in the z-direction, part 

of the signal's power is coupled to the reflector 

in the near field of the antenna, causing it to 

radiate a reflected wave with the waveform 

A, -cos(m-1+9,) in the z-direction. If the switch be

tween the two metal strips is closed, the reflec

tor 's effective length can be changed. This will 

affect the scattering characteristics, causing a 

shift in amplitude and phase to produce a new 

reflected wave with the waveform Az -cos(m-1+912) 

in the z-direction. Thus, the far-field signal 

produced in the z-direction with either open or 

closed switches can be calculated. 

Open Switch: Ao -cos(m·l+%)+ A, -cos(m·l-r9)1) = A'·cos(m·r+9)) 

From these equations, it is evident that tog

gling the switch on the reflector can modulate 

the amplitude and phase of the received signal. 

However, it is important to remember that the 

example is overly simplified. Since the reflec

tors are placed in the near field of the antenna, 

the simplified model does not account for the 

complete electromagnetic analysis necessary for 

such a system to function, while the complete 

analysis is considered in actual implementa

tion. To take this analysis a step further, we see 

that changes in the reflector boundary condition 

cause changes in the antenna parasitic (undriv

en elements in the near-field that can be used to 

alter the radiation parameters such as antenna 

pattern and beam width) without necessarily 

changing the path delay. Thus by changing the 

antenna parasitic in the near-field, the far-field 

signal can effectively be modulated. 
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> Figure 4: Layout of the fabricated 2.4GHz NFDAM transmitter 

on microstrip. 

> Figure 6: Picture of the Measurement Setup 

Prelurunary Simulation of NFDAM System 
A simulation with 219 switching combinations was con

ducted to see the effects of the induced voltage on dipole 

receivers in the far field (Fig 2). At the transmitting end, 

one reflector with either 8 or 11 switches is placed on 

each side of the antenna. The asymmetry in the number 

of switches arises from the signal feedline present on one 

side of the dipole antenna (Fig 4). At the receiving end, 

dipole receivers are placed in two different spatial direc

tions relative to the antenna, with one direction being the 

desired direction, and one being the undesired direc

tion. Based on the data gathered by the dipole receivers, 

the shape of the constellation diagram coverage looks 

fundamentally different at different locations (Fig 2). As 

predicted, when a 16 OAM test signal is generated in the 

desired duection, the receiver at another direction picks 

up a scrambled signal-a different constellation diagram. 

Note switching combinations that result in excessive 

signal return loss (signal return loss, S
11

, worse than -1 OdB) 

are removed when considering the constellation coverage. 

From simulation, these only consist of about 3% of the 

total switching combination. 

> Figure 5: Measurement Setup Block Diagram 
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> Figure 7: Measured constellation points of the N DFAM 

Transmitter microstrip. 

Des1gmng the setup 
The dipole antenna, as described previously, is used with 

a wideband microstrip to co-planar waveguide transi

tion (F1g 4), and integrated with several instruments for 

measurement (Fig 5 and 6). In the first measurement, 

the radiated far-field signal from the NFDAM transmitter 

is characterized using an HP 8753D network analyzer. A 

Lab VIEW program controls the state of the Micro-Electro

Mechanical Systems (MEMS) switches through a data 

acquisition unit and a control logic Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB) with low-charge injection high-voltage analog 

switches. The data acquisition unit sends serial data 

stream to the control logic PCB and the PCB then gener

ates the voltage swings needed to set the state of the 

MEMS switches. 

After setting the desired state for the switches, the Lab

VIEW program communicates with the network analyzer 

through a General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) card. 

One of the ports of the network analyzer sends a 2.4GHz 

signal to the NFDAM transmitter while the other port uses 

a Tecom Log Periodic antenna at the receiving side to 

accurately measure the phase and amplitude of the S
21

, or 

transmitted signal. 



TesL!1g Results 
With the antennas in an anechoic chamber to suppress reflected 

electromagnetic waves, the amplitude and phase of S
21 

can be 

accurately measured for each switching combination. The mea

sured real and Imaginary parts of the signal can then be plotted 

on the signal constellation diagram as before (Fig 7). The 

variation of s 21 in two different directions (along bore-sight-no 

x or y displacement-and along <1>=0°, 0=45° off-center) with an 

angular separation of approximately 45 degrees is measured 

for the same set of SWJtchmg combinations. A total of 10,000 

randomly chosen switching combinations were measured and 

the ones which result in 20 equally spaced constellation points 

m the desired bore-sight direction were selected. The signal 

constellation points are completely scrambled in the undesired 

direction (Fls ~) . proving the increased and feasible security of 

the NFDAM system 

It is important to verify the repeatability of the measurements of 

S-parameters. To do so. the same sWitching combination was 

assessed over the course of 3 hours to gain an estimate of error 

m the measurement. This error is extremely small when com

pared to the spacing between any two points in the 20 points 

shown above, indicating the repeatability of the near-field direct 

antenna modulation at 2.4GHz using MEMS switches, and that 

the effects of temperature change, supply voltage noiSe, and 

other interferences are low. 

Lastly, measurements of the return loss, 8
11

, of the radiating 

antenna with different switching combmations are required to 

ensure that the impedance variation at the mput of the antenna 

1s mirlirnal for maximizing the power trarJSfer. With the 10,000 

randomly chosen SWitching combmations, we have measured 

the S:
1 

to have a mean of -9.98dB, a maximum of - 9.60dB, and 

a minimum of -10.34dB, which are favorably low. This verifies 

that the antenna input impedance does not change excessively. 

Conclusion 
The proposed NFDAM system is capable of transmitting irlfor

mation in a direction-dependent fashion by sending the correct 

signal constellation in only the desired direction while leaving 

the signal constellation points scrambled in undesired direc

tions. This direction-dependent constellation scrambling nature 

of the NFDAM systems prevents undesired receivers from 

correctly demodulating the signal intended for a receiver at a 

desired direction. increasing the security of data transmission. 
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- GENETIC MAPPING OF THE T CELL 

BETA-SELECTION CHECKPOINT 

VIOLATION IN NON-OBESE DIABETIC 

(NOD) MICE 

-- Authors Justine X . Chia I Dr. Mary A . Yui I Dr. Ellen Rothenberg 

Currently, as many as three million Americans have Type 1 

diabetes (T1D), which has caused an increase in efforts to 

understand the disease. TlD is an autoimmune disease where 

the body is unable to produce insulin to convert sugar and 

starches to energy that the body can use. The origin of TID can 

be traced back to early thymic T cell development. where 

possible candidate cells pass through many checkpoints, before 

being allowed to differentiate into the different types ofT cells. 

If the candidates do not meet the requirements presented at 

each checkpoint, then cell death should be induced. Normally, 

T cells differentiate from CD4 and CDS double negative (DN) 

cells into CD4 and CDS double positive (DP) cells, and eventual

ly into CD4+ and CDS+ single positive T cells (CD4 and CDS are 

glycoproteins that are found on the surface ofT cells). Ideally, if 

the genes that make mice susceptible to autoimmune disease 

could be found, parallels could be drawn to human autoimmune 

disease. Thus, the focus of this research is to identify the genes 

within a subset of diabetes susceptibility loci that make the 

mice susceptible to autoimmune disease by mapping the T cell 

checkpoint violation in certain crosses of mice. 

_ 
11 IF THE GENES THAT MAKE MICE SUSCEPTIBLE TO AUTOIMMUNE 
DISEASE COULD BE FOUND, PARALLELS COULD BE DRAWN TO 

HUMAN AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE. 11 



Background 

In theory, early T cells from non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice 

which are crossed to either mice lacking Rag recombinase 

(Rag-/-) or mice with a mutant DNA repair gene (scid), should 

not be able to pass through the first checkpoint and differentiate 

from DN to DP. These cells should not be able to undergo 

differentiation from DN to DP because they are unable to create 

a rearranged T cell receptor (TCR). However, studies have 

shown that when the Rag-deficiency and the scid mutation are 

present on the NOD genetic background, a spontaneous break

through of the T cells to the DP stage occurs. The developmental 

sequence for immunodeficient NOD T cells is different from 

those with normal T cell development (Figure 1). A spontaneous 

breakthrough of the T cells to the DP stage occurs in NOD mice, 

violating the beta-selection checkpoint, whereas in normal T 

cell development, T cells differentiate from CD4 and CDS DN 

cells into CD4 and CDS DP cells. This beta-selection checkpoint 

violation demonstrates a defect in T cell precursors in NOD mice, 

which may affect later functions and autoimmunity. 
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T cell development. 
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Many genes are known to be associated with higher incidence 

of disease in the NOD mouse model. Previous research has been 

done to map more than 20 loci containing genes that contribute 

to diabetes in this mouse model, although few of those genes 

have actually been identified. Preliminary results from a pilot 

genetic analysis done in the Rothenberg lab suggested that the 

violation of the developmental checkpoint may map to 2 or more 

of these diabetes susceptibility loci, although that study did 

not use a sufficiently large pool of animals to give robust results. 

Mapping of this T cell checkpoint violation in the NOD.Rag-/

mouse could be done to identify the genes within this subset of 

diabetes susceptibility loc1 that make the mice susceptible to 

autoimmune disease. 

NOD mouse beta-selection checkpoint violation was mapped, 

as well as other early T cell traits that differ between NOD 

and B6 cells, by phenotying and genotyping a genetic intercross 

between NOD.Rag -/- and B6.Rag -/- mice and a backcross 

between (NOD.RagxB6.Rag) Fl and NOD.Rag. An F2 intercross 

between NOD.Rag -/- and B6.Rag -/mice was initiated in the 

lab for the analysis of the beta-selection breakthrough 
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trait found in NOD.Rag -/- but not B6.Rag-/- mice. This was 

to determine the association between the NOD beta selection 

checkpoint V10lat10n and diabetes susceptibility, Idd, loci on 

various chromosomes. Additional phenotypes are also mapped 

usmg these crosses. Because the rate of breakthrough is very 

low in the F2 cross, a backcross was also carried out to increase 

the incidence of checkpoint breakthrough. 

Construction of the genetic map 

The mice were first phenotyped using flow cytometry, a tech

nique for examining the physical characteristics of cells. This 

is done by suspending them in a stream of fluid and passing 

them by an electronic apparatus to detect surface markers. 

They were then charactenzed by the detection of different 

surface markers. The backcross mice were then analyzed in 

the two parameter histograms (Figure 2). In the figure, notice 

that the graphs on the left have a majonty of their pomts 

under both thresholds, meaning that they are double negative 

(DN). Also, notice that the top four graphs on the right have 

the highest concentration of points above both thresholds 

meaning that they have high CD4 and CDS saymg that they 

are the "breakthrough" phenotypes. For intermediate break

through phenotypes, other stains including cKit were con

sidered, using the parental stains as controls. From the flow 

cytometry data collected by Ni Feng in the Rothenberg lab for 

phenotyping. some of the samples were clearly CD4+CD8+ 

double positive (DP) and some were clearly not DP, while 

others appeared to be in the transition to DP, as determined 

by CD4+, CD2+. and/or cKit+ cells. Based on the phenotypic 

analysis, all the samples were scored by Dr. Yui, based on 

percentage DP and levels of cKit. and these categories were 

later used in the statistical analyses. 

PCR-based genotyping 

After phenotyping with flow cytometry, genotyping was done 

on the DNA extracted from the tails of F2 progeny and 

backcross mice by augmenting the desued gene using PCR 

and gel electrophoresis. During PCR. we used Mappair primers 

(Invitrogen), which are single sequence repeat polymorphisms 

between NOD and B6 mice, and have known map locations 

near the genes of interest. Single sequence repeat polymor

phisms are very helpful in the genetic mapping, because they 

tend to be highly polymorphic, occur frequently throughout 

ON 

CD4 

" Breakthrough" 

Controls 86-Rag -/- and 

NOD-Rag-/-

CDS 

Figure 2 Genetoc Analysis usong (NOD - Rag X 

B6- Rag) Fl X NOD.Rag Backcross Mice 

band, B6 

Upper band, NOD 

lower band, 86 

Figure 3 (A) Gel for Genotypong 

(B) Tabulated results for the gel 

mammalian genomes, and can be easily assayed by polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR). The samples of DNA were then run on 

a gel with map pair primers D4MIT233, the primers for chromo

some 4 (Figure 3) A single upper band means that the genotype 

for the F2 mouse lS NOD/NOD (N), a single lower band means 

the F2 mouse is B6/B6 (B), and two bands meailS that the F2 

mouse lS NOD/B6 heterozygous (H) for that locus on chromo

some 4. The genotyping results from these assays were combined 

and tabulated, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
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SAMPLE 32 84 121 123 124 125 126 127 131 132 133 145 135 F1 

GENOTYPE B B H N H H N H H B H B H H 

Shown in Table 1 is an association of the double positive 

breakthrough trait to microsatellite markers in F2 progeny in 

chromosomes 1, 2, 3, and 4. For the F2 progeny, chi square 

tests were performed to determine the p values for statistical 

significance. Only taking into consideration the double positive 

samples, none were found to be statistically significant. When 

all the F2 progeny with intermediate phenotypes were included 

in analysis, nothing was found to be significant from the results 

of the chi square tests. 

TABLE 1 MARKER 

*Assoc.ation o' the DP breakthrough 01 Mit156 

trait to microsatellite markers n=120 
in F2 progeny 1n chromosomes 1. 2. 

3. and 4. 

02Mit47 
•Genotypes: nn. NOD homozygote; 

n=46 
nb, heterozygote; bb, 86 homozygote 

D3Mit95 

n=76 

04 Mit233 

n=125 

01 M11155 

n=125 

D2Mit47 

n=61 

D3Mit95 

n=88 

D4Mit233 

n=140 

The p values from chi-square tests are listed. In the first part of 

the analysis, the intermediates with high cKit were excluded, 

and only the samples with a high DP count (high CD4 and CDS) 

were considered. Results and p values taking into consideration 

intermediate breakthrough phenotypes are shown in the 

shaded region of the table. 

GENOTYPE NOD-LIKE 66-LIKE p VALUE 

nn 2 21 

bb 3 32 0.7523 

nb 8 54 

nn 4 10 

bb 2 9 0.6642 

nb 7 14 

nn 6 13 

bb 3 14 0.0586 

nb 3 37 

nn 8 32 

bb 2 26 0.0526 

nb 3 54 

nn 8 21 

bb 7 32 0.5814 

nb 13 54 

nn 7 10 

bb 7 9 0.8302 

nb 14 14 

nn 6 13 

bb 7 14 0.5988 

nb 11 37 

nn 14 32 

bb 3 26 0.0741 

nb 11 54 
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As shown in Table 2. for the backcross mice. the data were 

analyzed in two ways. The first way was JUSt looking at the DP 

population of cells and comparing it to the negative controls. 

Using this criterion for analysis, only the data from chromosome 

4 was moderately significant (p=0.0126). The other method for 

analysis was to look at the percent DP and percent CD4 positive, 

from the phenotyping. This second method has broader criteria 

for being scored as having a breakthrough phenotype. Again, 

only chromosome 4 was significant but much more strongly with 

the additional data (p<O.OOOl ). 

TABLE 2 MARKER GENOTYPE 

D2Mit<l7 nn 

*Association of the DP breakthrough n=33 nb 

trait to microsatell ite markers in 

(NOD-Rag X 86-Rag) F1 X NOD.Rag 
D3Mit95 nn 

Backcross M1ce. in chromosomes n=34 nb 

1, 2 3, and 4 04 Mit233 nn 

*Genotypes: nn. NOD homozygote; 
n=33 nb 

nb. heterozygote; bb. B6 homozygote D17 Mit200 nn 

n=34 nb 

D2Mit<l7 nn 

n=33 nb 

D3Mit95 nn 

n=34 nb 

D4 Mlt233 nn 

n=36 nb 

D17 Mit200 nn 

n=34 nb 

Discussion 

The marker D4Mit233, which is close to the susceptibility locus, 

ldd9 on chromosome 4, was the only marker showing significance 

in the statistical analysis for the backcross. Thus, the DP trait 

appears to map in pan close to the D4MIT233 locus. While all 

mice with the breakthrough were homozygous "nn", not all of the 

"nn" mice were DP phenotype, implymg that either the mapping 

location is not exactly on the gene and/or there are other genes 

involved. Chromosome 4 was found to be significant rn a prelimi

nary genetic cross using NOD.scid rather than NOD.Rag mice, 

NOD-LIKE 66-LIKE pVALUE 

3 13 

4 13 1.0000 

3 17 

5 9 0.2278 

7 12 

0 14 0.0126 

4 10 

4 16 0.6892 

6 10 

5 12 0.7207 

5 15 

7 7 0.1633 

14 8 

0 14 <0.0001 

5 9 

13 1.0000 



so this confirmed the previous finding. It is not clear why this 

locus was not found to be significant in the F2 cross. Again, this 

locus may be some distance from the gene and/or other genes 

maybe involved. The low frequency of breakthrough among the 

F2 mice makes it very likely that the breakthrough trait is 

multigenic, meaning several genes would be required for the trait. 

In a backcross, one chromosome is always of the "n" genotype 

so the trait appears with greater frequency. 

Using Chi square tests and Fisher's Exact test to analyze the data 

from chromosomes 1, 3, and 17, the DP trait does not appear to 

map close to the D1MIT156, D3Mit95, and D17Mit200 loci, respec

tively, because the results were not very statistically significant. 

In agreement with the preliminary study using NOD.scid mice, 

these aforementioned chromosomes did not seem to be closely 

correlated with the DP trait. 
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Unexpectedly, the results from Chi square tests and Fisher's 

Exact test indicated that the DP trait does not appear to map 

close to the D2Mit47 locus. In the preliminary pilot study with 

NOD.scid mice, the DP trait had appeared to map close to the 

D2Mit 47 locus. The genetics of NOD.Rag mice differ slightly 

from the genetics of NOD.scid mice, and a possible explanation 

for the DP not showing up may be that the Rag gene interfered, 

since it is also on chromosome 2. 

In the future, a genome-wide analysis will be carried out using 

these DNA samples. After this more complete genetic mapping 

has been completed, a quantitative trait loci (OTL) analysis will 

be performed using the quantitative data (percentages of break

through cells, etc.}. Also, using this analysis method, potential 

interactions between genes can be determined. 
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